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5.0 DM Pitch 

Quick Pitch 

Bleach & Claymore meets Neon Genesis Evangelion 1.1.3.0+1, with a dark cirque du soliel vibe & Shiro 

Saquisu meets Bear Mcreary sound track. The lore delves deep into Gnosticism and kabbalah for origin 

fiction. 

HOOK PITCH 

Genetically enhanced defenders of the last city on a shattered earth, defend against the unimaginable 

enemy seen as responsible for shattering it. As they fight and battle their way to victory over the 

darkness all power comes at a cost, every step forward requires a sacrifice, the more pain they 

experience the stronger they get until they succeed in stopping their enemy or die trying. When pitted 

against an impossible strength, each defender must decide what they are willing to sacrifice for the 

greater good. but knowing what is good and what is evil comes at a heavy price. 

LONG PITCH: Malkuth 

Set In Eve City the last bastion of human civilization on a future and shattered earth, a final assault is 

made against a chaotic and unknowable enemy planning to unleash hell on the city. 

The Sanctum Vanguard is Eve's Last hope for human survival, as they pursue O Chi Ro to ruins on the 

outskirts of the city to rescue one of their own and stop the attack. The members of the Vanguard are 

Individuals of Eve City and elsewhere that have special genes, and are enhanced with Sanctum 

Technology called Tears of Aria. Without the tears their abilities consume their life force and are used at 

a heavy personal price, the more they use their abilities they exhaust the Tears of Aria, if a tear becomes 

completely exhausted the Vanguard fighter may call upon too much energy from their soul and turn into 

a monster.  

The Vanguard quickly learns they are no match for the members of O Chi Ro who as it seems have each 

achieved a mastery in each of the 5 fields of combat (restoration, elemental, Physical, Nouetic, & 

Barrier) and can fight with maximum power completely unchained and unconcerned for their individual 

safety. O Chi RO has formidable strength and a foreign power that was superior to every skill any one 

member of the vanguard teams possessed. One by one the Vanguard fall, and by each downed brother 

or sister, those who survive come to know firsthand the vicious brutality of the O Chi Ro.  

The bloody conflict ends in tragedy for all involved with a fuse being snuffed just before the collateral 

damage to the city became catastrophic. was it a victory or a loss... so many dead, so many wounded... 

so many stolen... a cycle of violence perpetuated by absent hands and cryptic minds.  

There are an estimated 3 seasons planned with the events of this pitch constituting a prologue.  

TITLE PITCH 

Erebos - deep darkness, shadows - a primordial god or diety representing the personification of 

darkness, one of the first five things to come into existence from chaos. 

Title chosen because lore is gnostic in nature 
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In this world a chaotic demiGod has given few chosen humans the power to defy logic, the power to 

change, the power to mend evils, the power to rise and overcome burden... and in this world where 

people have discovered the power to enact change as an individual sees it... after the thousands of years 

of war we have survived... what does this say about god, about the depravity of mankind, this is the 

story of a villain's crusade against god... to destroy a fate that has made him bitter and jaded... to create 

permanent change in humanity the way he sees best... to force Evolution through terror and hardship. 

This is the story of heroes... fighting to their last breath... for what they believe in... for what they love. 

Share in their resolve against despair, rise with their glory against evil, and end hold true with their 

convictions... 

 

Malkuth: Kingdom. the realm of matter/earth as they relate to the physical world, Malkuth gives 

tangible form to the other emanations. It is like the negative node of an electrical circuit. The divine 

energy comes down and finds its expression in this plane, and our purpose as human beings is to bring 

that energy back around the circuit again and up the Tree. 

 

 


